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Innovative high performance equipment for over 100 years.

SPREADERS
SUPERFLOW PENDULUM SEEDER/SPREADERS
Over one million machines have been sold since Vicon founder Hermanus Vissers
developed the first pendulum style fertilizer spreader in the early 1900’s. The Vicon
pendulum seeder/spreader is the first choice wherever the demand is for maximum
accuracy in fertilizer application. Spreading quality and ease of operation of this
unique machine are unequalled - now as in the past. The pendulum movement of the
spout ensures that the application rate is always identical on both sides. This results
in an excellent overlap.




Capacities from 400# to 3750#.
Spread widths up to 60’ with some models.

NO OVERSPRAY
Unlike spinner type spreaders, material is kept close to the tractor. No
“overspray” onto the tractor or the machine. Spread pattern allows for
more forgiveness due to the overlap.

A wide selection of spouts for special
applications illustrates the versatility of
Vicon spreaders.

ROTAFLOW SPREADERS
The heart of all Vicon disc spreaders. Fertilizer always flows in a
rotating motion from the accelerator chamber to the spreading vanes.
The benefits of this design are:
 No impact, no fragmentation, no dust
 Accurate spread pattern
 Minimal wind influence
 Consistent spread pattern
 Guaranteed accuracy on slopes
TRIMFLOW border spreading option
handles all types of fertilizer. No need to
leave the tractor seat.
Double overlap spread pattern.
Spread widths up to 148’ with
capacities up to 8200 lbs.

RO-EDW MODELS use 4 weigh
cells and a reference sensor to
accurately transmit weight
information to the tractor’s Isobus
system. EDW units plug directly into
the tractor’s system or the complete
Vicon Tellus Isobus system can be
installed if the tractor does not have
a factory unit.
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Flow Pilot easy setting
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SPREADERS
VICON RO-EDW GEOSPREAD
SPREADER. Vicon is again setting the
standards on even more accurate spreading
with GPS possibilities on ROEDW weighing
spreaders.

THE RO-EDW GEOSPREAD is equipped
with two actuators on each dosing unit. One of
these actuators controls the setting of the discharge point of the dosing cup onto the disc.
The other controls the application rate. The
GEOspread system makes it possible to adjust
the setting individually for both discs electrically from the tractor cab. This means the working
width can be easily adjusted quickly and accurately just by touching the ISOBUS terminal!
The GEOspread system can be operated by
every ISOBUS Universal Terminal with section
control capabilities.

Full spreading width 148’
with 22 sections.

Decreasing the spreading
width on the right hand side
by 20’.

Decreasing the spreading
width on the left hand side by
30’

Decreasing the spreading
width on both sides by 26’

ADVANTAGES OF GEOSPREAD
1.

Quick and accurate spreading, due to the actuators being
directly connected to the discharge point.

2.

Stable disc RPM in combination with discharge point adjustment maintains the spreading pattern (coefficient of
variation).

3.

Easy operation; no need to step off the tractor to adjust

4.

100% ISOBUS compatible for easy operation

the working width

The RO-EDW GEOspread is probably the most intelligent system for spreading with GPS on the market.
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